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Top Accessory Set Production, KK.0041533
includes:
K.0034179 1x Low Mode Support LMS-4
K.0024062 1x Top Extension Bracket TEB-1
K.0023519 1x Center Camera Handle CCH-5
K.0033733 1x Square Accessory Sleeve SAS-1
K.0033859 1x Viewfinder Mounting Bracket VMB-5

Lightweight Support Set - Top, KK.0041537
includes:
K.0034179 1x Universal Adapter Plate UAP-3
K.0024062 1x Top Extension Bracket TEB-1
K.0024066 1x Lightweight Camera Handle LCH-1
K.0034554 1x Balance Harness Adapter BHA-1
K.0023948 1x Lightweight Support LWS-6
K.0061886 1x Rod Mounting Bracket RMB-3
K.0013302 1x Viewfinder Cross Pipe

MVF-2 Viewfinder Set, K.0042899
includes:
K.0026916 1x Multi Viewfinder MVF-2
K.0024857 2x Cable VF Right Angle (0.5m/1.5ft)

Viewfinder Mounting Set VMB-5, K.0034527
includes:
K.0033859 1x Viewfinder Mounting Bracket VMB-5
K.0033733 1x Square Accessory Sleeve SAS-1

Viewfinder Mounting Set Cross Pipe, K.0013310
includes:
K.0013302 1x Viewfinder Cross Pipe
K.0061886 1x Rod Mounting Bracket RMB-3

Attachments to any receptacles for two 15mm lightweight rods, as can be found in the LMS-4 or LWS-6.
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